S/4HANA: Green, Blue or Brown?
Which implementation path will you take on your S/4HANA journey?

It’s not easy being…

Transformation done right:

Making hash with…

Greenfield

Bluefield™

Brownfield

An all-new implementation.
New system. New processes.
New headaches.

CrystalBridge: The SNP transformation
command center
S/4 efficiencies in less
time with less disruption
and fewer risks

Guaranteed incompatibility.
A technical upgrade but little
to no new S/4 capabilities or
business transformation.

50,000 companies are
likely to implement
S/4HANA by 2025

87% of the Forbes
Global 2000 use SAP
Re-engineer existing
processes to the new
S/4 standard

Create an entirely
new S/4 system
configuration

Automatic scan of the system
landscape to identify objects,
customizations, and actual usage

Determine an
upgrade plan

Perform an in-place
technical upgrade

Automatic process scans to
predict S/4 impacts; then mitigate
as needed.

And going…

Redevelop all existing
system customizations

Remap selected data
and processes, and
re-configure to S/4

Retire all current
business processes
~50,000 companies
will implement
S/4HANA by 2025
Figure out where to
manage the retired
processes and data

We’re Almost Done

Build new system –
run – then mitigate

Migrate, upgrade, and enhance
features and data in a single step

And going, and going

Quickly create an empty S/4
target system
Execute destructive
transformations
in-place on existing
data
78% of global
business transactions
involve SAP
Test… test… test…
test… test….

Automatic data integrity
validation, and process testing

SNP has scanned
over 5,000 SAP
landscapes.

85% of S/4HANA
buyers plan to deploy
on the cloud

Test. Repeat.

Only 35% have
actually done so

Finished? See what
happens once the
system is live.

New vanilla system goes live
with potential capabilities that
may or may not match
business needs.

www.snpgroup.com

New, optimized S/4
system goes live

S/4 efficiencies in less time with
less disruption and fewer risks

All the pain
with no gain.

Technically upgraded
system goes live with no
S/4 enhancements.
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